Soyer India IN-5000T : Putting the bliss back into cooking
For all those whose joy comes from cooking, here's one more reason to stay in the
kitchen. The latest in a range of induction cookers from Soyer India, the IN 5000T
makes cooking that new recipe as exciting a prospect as tasting it.
First up, eight different power settings generating as many temperature levels
breathe a sense of convenience into your act of cooking. Keeping in mind the
environment, the 'power watch' displays the amount of power consumed. In the
absence of a vessel, the ‘auto shutoff’ feature ensures there is no power wastage. And
the x-factor of induction technology, no exhaust gas, which means the IN 5000T
does more for the environment than any gas stove.
If you’ve had a history of overcooking your fare, this might well remain history after
the IN 5000T as it comes with a visual and audible alarm system. Equipped with
feather touch controls for easy handling, there is also a child protection keypad lock
facility. Being around a cooking appliance has never been safer.
The full-polished crystal glass top with touch sensor control gives the induction
cooker a modern look. The Micro Crystal plate surface is super heat resistant and
resistant to de-coloration. Along with the stainless steel pot that comes as an addon,
the cooker supports iron pots, kettles and pans. It also has a pure copper coil
which helps in increasing the life of induction cooker.
With a number of features especially designed for Indian cooking, the IN 5000T is
your best cooking partner. Priced at just Rs 3,990, this induction cooker is a must
have for any modern kitchen.
About Soyer India:
Soyer India – a formidable name in home appliances and electronics since 1997 has a
mixed basket of products ranging from DVD players, Portable DVD Players to
Induction cookers and much more.
Having a high level of backward integration from sourcing components to R&D and
manufacturing, Soyer delivers quality products to suit the needs of Indian
Consumers. With a Pan-India presence in 50,000 stores of all formats and 300
service centres, Soyer aims to not just deliver quality, but ensure it!
With this strong indigenous presence and a desire to innovate, Soyer strives to keep
delivering value to more customers.
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